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Abstract. The goal of this literature study is to give some preliminary answers to the questions that
aim to uncover the Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) of Informatics Education, with focus
on Programming. PCK has been defined as the knowledge that allows teachers to transform their
knowledge of the subject into something accessible for their students. The core questions to uncover
this knowledge are: what are the reasons to teach programming; what are the concepts we need
to teach programming; what are the most common difficulties/misconceptions students encounter
while learning to program; and how to teach this topic. Some of the answers found are, respectively:
enhancing students’ problem solving skills; programming knowledge and programming strategies;
general problems of orientation; and possible ideal chains for learning computer programming.
Because answers to the four questions are in a way not connected with each other, PCK being an
unexplored field in Informatics Education, we need research based efforts to study this field.
Keywords: computer science education, informatics, pedagogical content knowledge, secondary
education, programming, teaching.

1. Introduction
The 21st century is characterized by the ubiquitous presence of technology in everyday
life. New generation students are surrounded by computer related instruments and will
possibly do a job that has not been invented yet. Computing succeeded to conquer most
of the aspects of our society and, in order to fit in, people need to be versatile and adaptable to modern and future technology. This scenario emphasizes the need to provide an
education that can offer students and future adults the ability to understand and work with
computer related instruments. The aim of Computer Science Education Research (CSER)
is to improve the quality of the teaching and learning of the topics relative to this computerized world. A review of the literature (Holmboe et al., 2001) evidences the existing
need to broaden the efforts of informatics educators to contribute to the knowledge of
why informatics should be taught at all, how informatics should be taught, what topics of
informatics should be taught, and for whom the teaching of informatics is meant. In this
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literature review we are particularly interested in answering these questions relative to a
specific topic of informatics: Programming.
In this article we refer with the term of informatics as the computer science education
delivered to upper secondary school students (14 to 18 years old). There seems to be no
distinction in the use of these two terms by the CSER community.
The answers to the four questions introduced lead to the understanding of the concept
called Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK; Shulman, 1986). PCK is a concept that
combines the knowledge of the content (e.g., maths, informatics, etc.) to the knowledge
of the pedagogy (e.g., how to teach maths, how to teach informatics, etc.), giving insights
into educational matters relative to the learning and teaching of a topic. Teachers with
good PCK are teachers who can transform their knowledge of the subject into something
accessible for the learners. Studies portraying the PCK of Programming will enable informatics teacher trainings to improve their programs (Lapidot and Hazzan, 2003), boosting
in this way their future teaching. There is evidence of the international interest (Stephenson et al., 2005; Ragonis et al., 2010; Woollard, 2005) on this topic, where the first efforts
have been made to achieve the goal to portray the PCK of informatics.
PCK is a construct specific to teachers’ knowledge; therefore teachers are the focus of
this article. There are other aspects of the teaching and learning of programming that are
as important as teachers’ knowledge. Examples could be gender issues, mostly dealing
with motivations that bring boys and girls to enrol in informatics courses; and students’
motivation, which is part of general pedagogical knowledge. However, these topics of
interest, despite very important, are not the focus of this paper.

2. Programming Education
Programming is only one of the topics concerning the teaching of informatics. In the
Netherlands, informatics has been defined as a new generation discipline, because it
is linked with Mathematics, Physics, Engineering, Linguistics, Philosophy, Psychology,
Economy, Business, and Social Sciences in general (Mulder, 2002). If on one hand this
complexity results in a relatively difficult job for researchers in this field, on the other
it is possible to rely on the research achievements already obtained in the above mentioned disciplines. As Guzdial suggests, the basic mechanisms of human learning haven’t
changed in the last 50 years (2004) and we can prevent the reinvention of the wheel by
looking at research in education, cognitive science and learning sciences research (Almstrum et al., 2005).
A popular definition is that programming is the process of writing, testing, debugging/troubleshooting, and maintaining the source of code of computer programs
(Wikipedia, 2007). We will later see that programming is a much broader topic than
that described by the latter definition, as for example the ability to solve a complex problem with a top-down approach. Programming is a skill that is considered hard to learn
and even after two years of instruction, the level of programming understanding is low
(Kurland et al., 1989). However, if supported by suitable teaching strategies and tools it
can be mastered by pupils to some extent (Papert, 1980).
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In this literature study we refer to programming as the topic used to introduce upper
secondary school students to computer programming. We will not refer to specific Programming Languages (e.g., Java, Python, etc.), because we consider these as a mean/tool
to achieve the teaching of Programming. Secondary school students should be taught
programming concepts independent of specific applications and programming languages
(Stephenson et al., 2005; Szlávi and Zsakó, 2006).

3. Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK), a concept introduced by Shulman (1986, 1987),
is defined as:
The ways of representing and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to
others (Shulman, 1986, p. 9).

There is in fact a difference between knowing how to program and being able to
teach programming. The classroom, where learning and teaching occur, is a complex
environment in which several processes and actions happen. But when talking about PCK
a special attention should be spent on students’ learning. An aspect of PCK concerns the
need teachers have to represent and formulate the subject, so that comprehension can
occur. From the literature we know that different learners have different learning styles
(Rayner and Riding, 1997), and needs. This implies that:
[. . .] there are no single most powerful forms of representation, the teacher must have at
hand a veritable armamentarium of alternative forms of representation, some of which
derive from research whereas others originate in the wisdom of practice. Pedagogical
content knowledge also includes an understanding of what makes the learning of specific
topics easy or difficult: the conceptions and preconceptions that students of different
ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning of those most frequently taught
topics and lessons. If those preconceptions are misconceptions, which they so often are,
teachers need knowledge of the strategies most likely to be fruitful in reorganizing the
understanding of learners, because those learners are unlikely to appear before them as
blank slates (Shulman, 1986, p. 9).

An example in informatics could be the teachers’ knowledge about the concept of
programming structures, and the need to formulate their knowledge in a way that can be
easily understood by their students. All research in this domain agrees on claiming that
PCK is a knowledge that develops with years of teaching experience (Rovegno, 1992;
Grossman and Lynn, 1990; Loughran et al., 2001; Morine-Deshimer and Kent, 1999; Van
Driel et al., 1998; Sanders et al., 1993), because teachers need to build up “a veritable
armamentarium” of representations (Shulman, 1986).
The concept of PCK has been largely assimilated in educational research (Carpenter
et al., 1988; Cochran et al., 1993; Van Driel et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1989; Rich, 1993;
Rovegno, 1992; Sanders et al., 1993) and some scholars have reformulated it (Grossman,
1989, 1990; Hashweh, 2005; Marks, 1990; An et al., 2004; Turner-Bisset, 1999). A deep
and broad PCK is important and necessary for effective teaching (An et al., 2004, Magnusson et al., 1999). Moreover, Hashweh (2005) underlines how the teacher’s approach
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Fig. 1. Diagram based on Grossman’s reformulation of PCK.

or orientation to his or her discipline (personal beliefs) influences the teaching of a certain
topic, and might influence her/his PCK. This means that each teacher’s PCK is in a way
personal.
For the purpose of this literature study we will use the reformulation of the concept
of PCK proposed by Grossman (1989, 1990). We choose her reformulation because we
think that it schematizes the PCK through simple and easy to use questions such as: why
teach a certain subject?; what should be taught?; and what are learning difficulties?. In
our study we add a fourth question, which refers to the teaching methodology: how to
teach?. This last aspect has been also lately introduced by Grossman (1990). We think
that the latter is an important aspect of the PCK of a topic because it gives an insight of
what teachers actually do. The question used to uncover this aspect of PCK is: how should
the topic be taught?. By answering these four questions (see Fig. 1) it will be possible to
define the PCK of a certain subject. The four questions are all connected with each other,
because the reasons to teach a topic (first question) will influence the contents chosen to
be included in the curriculum. In addition the learning difficulties that students encounter
will surely influence the way to teach it.

4. Methods and Aims
This literature study has been conducted by exploring the existent literature available.
Sources include printed articles, books chapters and information found on the Internet.
The research has been conducted by using searching engines such as Google Scholar, or
by browsing references lists of other articles. The keywords used, sometimes in combination with each other, are: “Pedagogical Content Knowledge”, “Teachers’ education”,
“Programming (Education)”, “Student’s misconceptions/difficulties in learning to program”, “Secondary education”, “Why to teach programming”, and “How to teach Programming”.
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The choice of the articles has been mostly dictated by the search of papers published
in research journals and presenting research results, as practice in science education research suggest. Also, papers from conference proceedings are considered, where relatively young subjects like informatics find the fastest way to share their results. Despite
the call for people who are active in CSER to rely on scientific papers preferably not
published in conference proceedings (Randolph, 2007; Lister, 2007), we found that still
most of the up-to-date literature is shared through conference papers and therefore the
need to rely on them.
The goal of this literature study is to sketch the PCK of Programming, not of specific
topics (e.g., variables, functions, etc.), but referring to programming as a subject. As
instrument we use the framework introduced earlier, which consists of the four questions
(see Fig. 1).

5. PCK of Programming
As previously stated, the PCK of a subject is the knowledge that enables researchers and
teachers to better understand the issues related to the teaching and learning of the subject,
and consequently provide a better teaching. In this section we give preliminary answers
to the core questions uncovering the PCK of programming, using the method described
above.
Why Teach Programming?
What are the reasons to teach programming at high school level for non-major students?
In a way, this question could also be reformulated as “why should students learn to program at all?”. The answer, however, is interesting from a teacher’s perspective. If this
literature study would focus on students rather than teachers, than the question should
be rephrased as “why should I, as student, learn to program?”. This question, if properly
answered, would also help teachers to motivate students to enrol in informatics courses
in a first place. However, this is not the goal of this paper.
Soloway (1993) answers this question by reporting “respected folks’ opinions” such
as those by Seymour Papert and Alan Kay, arguing that in learning to program one learns
powerful problem-solving/design/thinking strategies. This is because when students program, they first need to find a solution to a problem, and then they need to reflect on
how to communicate their solution to the machine, using syntax and grammar, through
an exact way of thinking (Papert, 1980; Szlávi and Zsakó, 2006). The latter contributes to
the students’ natural language skills, because they are required to learn to tell, in an unambiguously way, what they want the computer – an unintelligent machine – to perform
(Hromokovič, 2006).
Programming involves the ability to generate a solution to a problem. Generating
solutions means that one of the learning outcomes is the ability to solve problems and
also, if the problem is a big problem, the ability to split the problem into sub problems
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and create a generalizable central solution. In addition, the student achieves the ability to
create usable, readable and attractive solutions.
Problem solving skills can be deployed to solve “realistic” problems in various domains together with the computing goals (Sims-Knight and Upchurch, 1993; Dagienė,
2005). Transferability of these and other skills is the argument that brought Feurzeig and
his colleagues (Feurzeig et al., 1970) to introduce programming as a way to help students
to understand mathematics concepts such as: rigorous thinking, variable, function, decomposition, debugging and generalization. Syslo and Kwiatkowska (2006) went further
by exploring those mathematics concepts that can benefice from programming, but which
have not be included in the (Polish) secondary school curriculum yet. Besides transferability of skills, when learning to program students also acquires a sense of mastery over
a technological instrument and establishes contact with some of the deepest ideas of different disciplines such as: science, mathematics and the art of intellectual model building
(Papert, 1980). Moreover, as we anticipated earlier on, programming is a new generation
subject, which brings together pieces from different areas such as: linguistics, mathematics and economics (Mulder, 2002). This completeness gives students the opportunity
to be faced with a multi-disciplinary subject that connects different aspects in a single
class. Students could experience the opportunity to delve deeper into previously acquired
knowledge, as for example Resnick and Ocko’s students (1990) did with the physics concept of friction.
What should Be Taught?
By answering this question we aim to understand what are the core concepts of programming students need to learn. Decisions about what it is needed to teach are usually taken
by curriculum and examinations designers. In informatics efforts to define a suitable curriculum have been made since the late ‘60s (Atchison et al., 1968). However we should
consider the different curricular representations (Van den Akker and Voogt, 1994) including: the ideal curriculum, which refers the original ideas and intentions of the designers;
the formal curriculum, denoting the written curriculum (documents, materials); the perceived curriculum, indicating the interpretation of the users, especially the teachers, of
the curriculum; the operational curriculum, identifying the actual instruction process in
the classroom; and the experiential curriculum, which represents students’ reactions and
outcomes. In this literature study we combine topics suggested from the ideal, the formal
and the perceived curriculum (e.g., Gal-Ezer and Harel, 1999; Tucker et al., 2003; UNESCO, 2002; Tucker, 2010), because we think that these together form a more complete
and realistic view of what happens in a class.
Rephrasing Romeike (2008), the core of programming is all about problem solving
and creating a program as solution. In programming we can distinguish two kinds of
knowledge, namely the program generation and the program comprehension (Van Merriënboer and Krammer, 1987; Robins et al., 2003; Mannila, 2007). In the first case, the
programmer analyzes the problem, produces and algorithmic solution, and then translates
this algorithm into a program code. This means that students should be coached in the
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process of problem solving, reflection on this process, and in the development of algorithmic ways of thinking (Feurzeig et al., 1970; Resnick and Ocko, 1990; Sims-Knight and
Upchurch, 1993; Dagienė, 2005; Breed et al., 2005; Hromkovič, 2006; Futschek, 2006;
Ginat, 2006). As for program comprehension, the programmer is asked to give a demonstration of her/his understanding of how a given program works. We consider then the
teaching in secondary school of program generation and program comprehension very
important.
Programs are a set of instructions that computers execute in order to perform a task
and are written in a programming language. Usually curriculum designers leave the
choice of the programming language to teachers, and among secondary teachers there
seems to be heterogeneity in the choice of programming languages/paradigms. In the process of learning to program, Govender (2006) identifies, from a technical point of view,
three main aspects students need to learn: data, instructions and syntax. Data refers to the
concepts of variables and data types for procedural programming, and objects involving
attributes and actions for OO programming. As for instructions, the needed understanding
is about control structures and subroutines for the procedural programming, and interacting objects and methods in the case of OO programming. Syntax denotes the group of
rules that determine what is allowed and what is not within a programming language.
Syntax rules determine what it is called the vocabulary of the language, how programs
can be constructed using techniques such as loops, branches and subroutines.
Govender’s classification, however, does not take care of the modularity and abstraction aspects of programming, as for example Abelson and Sussman (1996) do. They
identify three main aspects: primitive expressions, representing the simplest entities that
a language is concerned with; means of combination, by which compound elements are
built from simpler ones; and means of abstraction, by which compound elements can be
named and manipulated as units. These three aspects deal with two kinds of elements:
data and instructions. By using these three mechanisms in combination with each other it
is possible to formulate complex programs, starting from simpler ones.
A final aspect, equally important, is the semantic of a program, also referred to as
the meaning of a program. A semantically correct program is a program that performs
the required task. Programs written with different syntax can perform the same semantic
task.
What Are the Tearning Difficulties?
In this section we deal with students’ different needs and difficulties. Because of the
complexity of individuals, different students will have different needs and difficulties.
For this reason some of the studies presented might result contradictory, but in fact they
present the different realities of different students.
It has been stated several times that programming is a difficult task to achieve (Van
Diepen, 2005; Govender, 2006) and often novice programmers hold misunderstanding
and misconceptions. In early stages of the learning process a correct program often results as an unexpected surprise (DuBoulay, 1989). By answering this question we aim to
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understand the most common problems students have while learning to program. From
this knowledge we can attempt to find solutions to prevent or guide these problems. A
brief exploration of the most common problems is given.
DuBoulay (1989, p. 283–284) identifies five kinds of difficulties/areas which have
a certain degree of overlap in programming learning/teaching, concerning aspects such
as motivation and technical aspects. Students’ difficulties are: 1) orientation, finding out
what programming is useful for and what the benefits to learn to program are; 2) the notional machine (understanding the general properties of the machine that one is learning
to control) and realizing how the behaviour of the physical machine relates to the notional
machine; 3) notation, which includes the problems of aspects of the various formal languages such as syntax and semantics; 4) structures, understanding the schemas or plans
that can be used to reach small-scale goals (e.g., using a loop); 5) mastering the pragmatics of programming (learning the skill to specify, develop, test and debug a program
using the available tools).
From a relationship student-computer point of view, Pea (1986) identifies the existence of persistent conceptual language-independent “bugs” in how novices program and
understand programs. The starting point of the analysis of conceptual “bugs” is that students have a tendency to converse with a computer as if it was a human (considered
also as the superbug), with consequences such as expecting the computer to interpret
students’ conversations. Pea distinguishes three different kind of conceptual “bugs”: the
parallelism bug refers to the assumption that different lines in a program can be active or
somehow known by the computer at the same time, or in parallel. Another bug is the intentionality, for which students believe that computers “go beyond the information given”
in the lines of programming code being executed when the program is run. The last bug,
egocentrism, refers to students’ assumption that there is more of their meaning for what
they want to achieve in the program than is actually present in the code they have written
(e.g., “Don’t print what I say, print what I mean!”). Students’ conceptions do not guide
their attention to consider these problems as relevant reasons for their programs not to
work as planned.
Another problem students could face is the paradigm shift (Kölling, 1999a, 1999b;
Mazaitis, 1993) in cases where their teacher proposes them to learn more than one programming language with different paradigms (e.g., procedural and object oriented), although this is not advisable in an introductory course at secondary school level. Students
usually encounter problems in passing from one paradigm to another, especially from the
procedural to the object oriented (but not the vice versa).
Regarding the acquisition of problem solving skills, several papers explore the different difficulties students encounter while trying to generate a solution for a given problem.
Novices (Ginat, 2006) tend to maintain local, limited-insight points of view of the problem, leading often to undesirable, erroneous outcomes. It seems that novices fail to realize
the importance of a global point of view. Also Weigend (2006) observed how, even when
finding a mental or practical solution to a problem, students fail to write a correct program
that does the job. The reason might be that students are not trained to translate mental intuitions in a communicative way, or might be connected with the semantic of a program.
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Semantic is also considered to be a problematic aspect of programming. This is because
it requires the student to put together different parts of a program (variables, expressions,
statements, control structure, objects and methods) into a working solution. Semantic is
closely related to the debugging activity and the related correctness of a program (Pea and
Kurland, 1983), a concept introduced by Dijkstra (1968, 1972). When teachers choose a
programming language offering a more complex syntax, students will be faced with both
semantic and syntax difficulties (Mannila et al., 2006).
How should the Topic be Taught?
By answering this question we aim to understand what the best approaches to introduce
students into the learning of programming are, not only to prevent the above mentioned
difficulties/misconceptions, but also to hook students’ motivation in an effective and engaging way. As in the previous section, because of the complexity of individuals, different students will have different needs and difficulties. For this reason some of the studies
presented might report contradictory results, but actually they propose different teaching
approaches to meet different students’ learning needs. We cannot conclude which one
method is the best, but only highlight those methods which are considered best in different circumstances. This is also directly connected with Shulman’s definition, which
considers PCK as an armamentarium/repertoire of representations.
Hromovič (2006) suggests that programming is seen as a skill to communicate, in
an unambiguously way, a set of instructions to an unintelligent computer. If this process
could take place by means of a relatively simple programming language (e.g., Python)
offering a simpler syntax than other commonly used programming languages, students
could focus more on the semantic aspect of the program and produce fewer syntax errors (Mannila et. al., 2006). Another way to start this learning process could be the use
of practical examples, such as rewriting recipes for cooking for a cooking machine (Hromovič, 2006). The process should lead students to write at first simple programs, and then
combine the simple solutions together to obtain solution to more complicated problems
(Abelson and Sussman, 1996). This approach has the twofold purpose to let the student
not only experience the historical development, but also learn the concept of modularity
and reusability. Writing a set of instructions to solve a problem is the definition of algorithm. In other words, writing code for a correct mental solution. To achieve algorithmic
thinking students should solve many problems, which should be chosen independently
from any programming language (Futschek, 2006), and should follow some pedagogical principles (Romeike, 2008). In fact, algorithmic thinking can be successfully introduced without the aid of a computer at all (Bell, Witten and Fellows, 1998; Curzon and
McOwan, 2008). However, it happens that students fail to translate their correct reasoning into an unambiguous set of instructions for the machine. To overcome this, students
could be coached in analysing their intuitions and connecting them to the designated task
(Weigend, 2006).
Linn and Dalbey (1989, p. 58–62) suggest an ideal chain for learning computer programming, which gradually goes from program comprehension and ends with program
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generation. The chain has three main links: single language features, design skills, and
general problem-solving skills. According to Linn and Dalbey (1989) the ideal chain
should start with the understanding of the language features, knowledge that can be assessed by asking students to reformulate or change a language feature in a program so
that the program does something slightly different. The second link of the chain consists
of design skills, which are a group of techniques used to combine language features to
form a program. This chain link also includes templates (stereotypical patterns of code
that use more than a single feature) and procedural skills (used to combine templates and
language features in order to solve new problems, including planning, testing and reformulating). The third link of the chain, problem-solving skills, is useful for learning new
formal systems. Problem-solving skills can be assessed by asking students to solve problems using an unfamiliar formal system such as a new programming language. Though
this chain of cognitive accomplishment requires an extensive amount of time it forms a
good summary of what could be meant by deep learning in introductory programming
(Robins et al., 2003).
To provide novices with a framework for understanding, some model or description of
the machine should be introduced, where a model should be designed around each group
of novices, distinguished either for their age, background or kind of studies (Du Boulay et
al., 1989). Students working with such models excelled at solving some kind of problem
more than students without the model (Mayer, 1989). An example could be the metaphor
of a black box inside the glass box as a way to present computing concepts to novices.
The reason is that novices start programming with very little idea of the properties of the
notional machine implied by the language they are learning.
The previous approaches mostly deal with the difficulties and misconceptions presented in the previous section. If we look at approaches which aim at teaching programming in an engaging way, we should refer to the family of programming environments
and suited programming languages developed with the main goal to introduce students
into the programming practice in active and motivating scenarios. These environments
have been specially designed to answer the difficulties students usually encounter when
learning to program with normal programming languages (Mannila et al., 2006). The
list is quite long and the first efforts have been already made in the early ‘70s. Among
the most popular we have Logo and its derivates (Feurzeig et al., 1970; Papert, 1980;
Resnick and Okco, 1990; etc.), initially designed to teach mathematics, which has the
focus to enhance problem solving skills; Scratch (Resnick et al., 2009) which, based on
a metaphor of building bricks and offering much of the same functionality as Logo, allows students to create syntactically correct program, and leaves the students to focus
on the semantic aspect; and finally the more modern Alice Greenfoot and Gamemaker
(relatively Cooper et al., 2003; Kölling and Henriksen, 2005; Overmars, 2005). These
learning environments find their basis in Piaget’s model of children’s learning, where
students are fostered to build their own intellectual structures, if provided with the right
material. It is then the teacher’s task to find suitable support/stimuli/learning material to
use with each of these tools. Some of these languages and environments, however, might
not include some structures or topics important to the learning of programming (Murnane
and McDougall, 2006).
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6. Conclusions and Implications
In the previous section we gave the first preliminary answers to the questions that aim to
uncover the PCK of programming.
The first question aims to understand what the reasons to teach programming are.
Preliminary answers to our first questions are the following: enhancing students’ problem solving skills and offering the students a subject, which includes aspects of different
disciplines; use of modularity and transferability of the knowledge/skills; and the opportunity to work with a multi-disciplinary subject.
The second question aims to list the concepts/aspects that a programming curriculum
should include. Preliminary answers point to the following concepts/aspects: programming knowledge, which refers to the knowledge of the data, instructions and syntax of a
programming language, but also primitive expression, means of combination and means
of abstraction; programming strategies, which identify the way syntax is used to create
programs to solve problems; and programming sustainability, which refers to the ability to create user friendly and attractive program/software that takes care of ethical and
privacy issues.
The third question aims to answer issues relative to the various difficulties students
encounter while learning to program, such as a general problem of orientation; difficulty
to instruct the machine about the solution of a problem; and tendency to converse with
a computer as if it was a human Regarding the solution of a problem, students tend to
maintain a local, limited point of view, failing to find a suitable solution.
The fourth question addresses these difficulties, by discussing teaching methods such
as possible and effective teaching sequences; offering a simple programming language
so students can focus on the syntax; choosing several problems to solve, which should
be carefully chosen, independently from any programming language, in order to achieve
algorithmic thinking; and teaching by means of suited programming languages or programming environments.
In most of the cases these four ‘answers’ are not connected with each other, because
no explicit attempt to uncover the PCK of programming has been done before, neither on
higher or secondary education. The task in portraying the PCK of programming will be
to find the answers not only from a general point of view (programming in general), but
from the perspective of each of the most frequently taught topics, which are at the heart
of learning to program (e.g., variables, functions, etc.). An example will be answering
the four questions regarding the teaching of problem solving skills. Despite the fact that
some of these answers are available for some concepts, most have still to be studied.
Therefore we propose a call for research to portray the PCK of the most commonly taught
programming topics.
This literature study constitutes the first phase of a PhD project, which is still in
progress. In the second phase it will be attempted to uncover the PCK of Programming
for secondary education from an international perspective, through the use of research instruments already deployed in other subjects (Loughran et al., 2001). In the third phase an
instrument will be developed to assess to what extent an informatics textbook can support
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teachers with low PCK. While the fourth phase of the project will consist of the formulation of an approach to assess the PCK of Dutch teachers. The results of this project will
be used to improve teacher training for the subject of programming.
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Programavimo mokymas vidurinėje mokykloje:
pedagoginiu dalyko žiniu perspektyvos
Mara SAELI, Jacob PERRENET, Wim M.G. JOCHEMS, Bert ZWANEVELD
Pedagoginės dalyko žinios apibrėžiamos kaip žinios, kurios leidžia mokytojams pakeisti ju
dalyko žinias i kažka prieinamesnio mokiniams. Straipsnio autoriu tikslas – surasti preliminarius
atsakymus i klausimus, kuriais siekiama atskleisti pedagogines dalyko žinias apie programavimo
mokyma. Pagrindiniai keliami klausimai: dėl kokiu priežasčiu yra mokoma programavimo; su kureikėtu supažindinti mokinius; kokios yra dažniausiai pasitaikančios klaidos ir
riomis savokomis

sunkumai, su kuriais susiduria mokiniai, besimokantys programuoti; kaip mokyti programuoti. Autoriai, pasitelkdami atsakymus i klausimus, kurie nėra akivaizdžiai susije,
 nori rasti priežastis, kodėl
mokyti programuoti reikia jau vidurinėje mokykloje.

